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HIS MONTH OUR NEWSLETTER is the bumper June Souvenir Issue covering the
recent May 2019 Go Uganda Trip. However it is so jam-packed with good news
it is a Celebration in itself – a celebration to all the many wonderful acts of
kindness and gestures of goodwill that make up our NECS community.
We simply had to put the story of Ruth Mason on the front cover! Ruth was on a Go
Uganda trip in October 2018 and fell in love with Nkuringo. She took it upon herself
to apply for funding for the Community and has successfully obtained £3000 which
will make such a difference! Read Ruth’s story on page 4. We cannot thank her
enough for this. We are constantly touched by the hard work put in by so many of
you staging events and looking for ways to raise money to make a real difference!

Right: Kian gets his award.
Top right: Enjoying Emma’s cooking.
Centre right: Jackie talking to the HIV group.
Bottom right: HIV fundraising brochure.

These pages are mainly dedicated to the Go Uganda trip – led this time by Jackie
Knight. I don’t think anyone truly appreciates how much work goes into leading a
trip – starting by getting 20-24 people ready with visas, tickets and aid to Uganda in
the first place. It also involves organising the daily
activities with Asgario – and changing them at short
notice depending on weather and the unexpected.
Whether allocating rooms, managing the distribution
of hundreds of hens and goats, working out how to
fit in School visits with Gorillas etc. etc. it definitely
needs a good constitution! And then there is the
hidden but vital work of reviewing the aid sent out
since the last visit – everything from counting
mattresses and children and assessing ongoing
requirements. Luckily Tara Garritt – a Go Uganda
veteran – was on hand to help and the group in its
entirety lent its weight and enthusiasm to
everything from building a Batwa house to tea parties and church singing. You can see from these pages what a success the trip was
once again! If you are interested in having the experience of a lifetime we are taking
bookings now for 2020 – but do read the very good report by Sandra Humphreys
Oliffe on our back page before committing.
PO S I T I V E

We also bring wonderful news on Gerald – the boy who was
paralysed when he fell out of a tree last year and without
treatment was suffering with horrendous pressure sores. Read
the uplifting article on page 10.
The project led by Gwynne Furlong and Steve Knowlden to build
a new HIV clinic at Nteko also took some giant leaps forward
during this trip. Read the news on page 16. The fund raising
brochure is nearly complete! More news next month!
We must also mention the Ball! In November 2019 it will be
exactly five years since this whole adventure began. If you
want to celebrate with us please do contact us for tickets for
9th November. Places are limited so don’t delay!
Finally we welcome Tara Garritt on board joining Jan
Duchesne, Steve Knowlden, Jenny Aldridge, Jackie Knight,
Kate Bishop and Mel Dolding as Trustee of NECS. Asgario
Turyagyenda has been voted on as Ugandan Patron of the
Charity, Denis Twebaze becomes Ugandan Advisor to the
Charity, Indigo Tax has offered to manage the charity
accounts and Lynn Lunn has taken on the role of
Secretary. Our band of volunteers grows to meet the
demands of our thriving charity. Looking forward to an
exciting future with their help!
We hope you enjoy the newsletter. If you have any
questions on anything you read please do get in touch!
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NECS Newsletter is published monthly by Janet Duchesne
Printed by Chec Enterprise, Haywards Heath Road, North
Chailey, East Sussex BN8 4EF UK. For further information
about Nkuringo and the work NECS does please email
janet.duchesne@speechcentre.co.uk

Although these pages give a good insight into this trip I do
have to highlight three lovely stories: Firstly the baptism of
Proscovia – a daughter to Asgario and Auleria – to which the
whole Go Uganda team were invited. Thank you so much for
including them in your celebrations – I cannot wait to meet
Proscovia in October when I get to visit again. There was also
the lovely news that Leonari, headmaster of the Primary School,
married teacher Consirata Nyiraneza earlier this year and
proudly introduced her to the group. Congratulations Leonari
and Consirata! Finally we cannot move on from the May trip
without a special mention of Kian, the 8 year old grandson of
Dawn Moffatt who accompanied her on the trip and captured
the hearts of all who met him. Kian got involved in all the
activities and made friends with adults and children alike – he
even attended school and loved it! Kian was presented with a
large carved gorilla as Best Team Member of the group – very
well deserved!!
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RUTH WINS EUROMONEY
FUNDING FOR NKURINGO
This May, my employers, Euromoney Institutional Investor,
announced that for their 50th anniversary they would be
launching a charity award. Their aim was to recognise people in
the company who have dedicated their personal time to those
in need, whilst also contributing to the excellent charities they
support. As Nkuringo Education and Community Support has
changed my life for the better, I wanted to do something to give
them the recognition they deserve, and so entered the awards.
As part of the application process, I had to write why the charity was so
deserving of an award:
It’s hard to put into words what an experience in Nkuringo can do. I spent ten
days with the community in October 2018 and I learned and grew so much as a
person from the trip. The people – especially the children – taught me so much
about humanity, generosity, and appreciating every small joy life brings. While
I was able to help by teaching classes at the secondary school, running sports
games after school, and teaching knitting at the primary school it felt like
so little in comparison to what I learned from them.
Nkuringo is a community with incomparable joy,
kindness, and enthusiasm for life. I’m
grateful for my time there and would
like to do something to help the people
of Nkuringo as much as they have helped
me.
This testimony, along with other questions
and several photographs, were sent along to
the judging committee to be reviewed.
Just over a month later, it was announced in
our company wide town hall that Nkuringo
Education and Community Support had been
given a highly commended award, out of forty-five entries. As part of the prize,
Euromoney Institutional Investor will be donating £3,000 to Nkuringo
Education and Community Support. The
judging panel read the newsletters and
were moved by the inspirational stories
of the community, and the work of the
volunteers to help the village grow and
develop.
I’m planning to go back and volunteer
again in 2020, and am thrilled that
Euromoney will have been able to help
contribute to the community
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FORTHCOMING

EVENTS

Whilst we are still enjoying all the photos and feedback from the Go
Uganda May 2019 trip as shown in the following pages we are already
planning our next excitements!

I

N OCTOBER we have our second 2019 Go
Uganda trip. This is fully booked and those on
board are already collecting aid, raising funds
– and learning their words for our Pantomime!
Yes we are going to perform a pantomime in
Nkuringo! Something they have never seen! We
will be helped by the community who are
learning dances and songs ahead of our visit!
Look Behind You!!!

WELCOME TO THE

5ANNIVERSARY
YEARS
BALL
9th NOVEMBER 2019

On the 9th November 2019 we have a very
special event - the NECS 5 year Anniversary Ball.
It is five years since Steve and I walked into
Nkuringo for the very first time and started all
this. Something to celebrate with our sponsors
and friends of Nkuringo! The Ball is a black tie
event being held at:
High Rocks
High Rocks Lane
Tunbridge Wells
Kent TN3 9JJ
Tickets are £50 which includes a 3 course meal,
drinks and entertainment. If you want to
celebrate with us Bookings are being taken now.
Tickets are limited so register your interest
as soon as you can with
stephenknowlden@btinternet.com.
Next year we already have the dates for our two
Go Uganda trips – and both are taking bookings
now! If you want to join in please confirm as
soon as possible – the October 2020 trip is
already half full and May is snapping on its
heels. Confirm your interest to
janetduchesne@outlook.com.
Being part of the NECS extended family is one
big adventure! See what we get up to on our
GO UGANDA NECS Facebook page. We hope to
have the website up and running in the coming
month.
Thank you all for your continued Support – and
here is to the next Five Years!

October 2019

GO UGANDA trip
Leave Thursday 24th October 2019
Basic returns 2nd November 2019
Extension returns 5th November 2019
FULLY BOOKED

November 2019 NECS 5-year Anniversary Ball
Saturday 9th November 2019
High Rocks Tunbridge Wells, Kent
BOOKINGS BEING TAKEN

May 2020

GO UGANDA trip
Leave Thursday 21st May 2020
Basic returns 30th May 2020
Extension returns 2nd June 2020
BOOKINGS BEING TAKEN

October 2020

GO UGANDA trip
Leave Thursday 22nd October 2020
Basic returns 31st October 2020
Extension returns 3rd November 2020
BOOKINGS BEING TAKEN

6 NECS
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UGANDA HERE WE COME!

After many months of planning and much preparation, another group of 20 intrepid
and eager souls, met at Gatwick. Sadly, at the last moment, Julie Irwin was
unable to join us, but still generously paid for her 46kg of aid, ensuring 1 ton (plus bulging
hand luggage) would reach Nkuringo. She stayed in the hearts of the group

F

OR MOST, it was a gentle day, the only concerns being would the stern
check in lady allow that extra kilo! Not so for Sophie Cooper who sat
her second year Law exam that morning. Thanks to some Lewis Hamilton
style driving by mum, Fran Whelan, they somehow managed to get from
Lincoln at midday to Gatwick in record time!
The direct Rwandair flight was on time, allowing some much-needed rest,
though many were too excited to sleep! A group of Welsh rugby players
were heading to Rwanda for a 10 day aid and training camp trip and banter
between the 2 groups ensured the time passed quickly, whilst old
friendships were rekindled and new ones built.
TOUCH DOWN IN KIGALI!
Thanks to a half full flight, our group managed to secure their place at the

front of the immigration queue, and we breezed through. Our bright blue
t shirts seemed to help the process.
Like a mother duck counting home her babies, we happily ticked off each
bag and our line of trolleys and duty free rolled out to meet Asgario and
the waiting buses.
The border crossing is a time to focus, making sure you get the correct
number of passport stamps, and to stretch legs. With each visit, warnings
about Ebola become more apparent, but even more so this year with a
health professional talking us through prevention and warning signs.
Temperatures taken, we all crossed through into Uganda. After a short
stop for refreshments, SIM cards and to change money we set off on the
final leg of our journey – and said good bye to tarmacked roads!

8 NECS
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A WELCOME

TO WARM THE HEART
T

HE NORMALLY perilous last leg from Kisoro to Nkuringo has seen groups navigate
flooded roads and mud so thick they had to get out and push but this time the sun
shone and we were the first to benefit from road resurfacing and widening, although it
didn’t always feel like that! No amount of pot holes could distract from the beauty of
the landscape we passed, from the incredible volcanoes, the misty valleys or the children
playing at the roadside and running alongside us as we passed.
As we grew closer, the mist came down and when it looked like we could get no higher, we
turned the last corner and were met with the most heart warming welcome. Enough to
bring a tear to every eye. There was our welcoming committee! It seemed like hundreds of
school children, all smartly dressed in a musical procession with banners and drums,
leading the march in to Nkuringo! As we joined them, other village children came out to
join the fun. After 24 hours of travelling, it was just what we needed to revive us.

NECS
810 NECS
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HOME FOR THE WEEK
T

HE STREET WAS bursting with people there to welcome us! Both schools,
teachers, villagers and the dancing and singing of the Women’s Group ensured we
felt honoured guests! Small hands grabbed ours in hello’s and huge smiles made us
feel instantly at home.
Bags off loaded and a welcome drink gratefully received, it was time to admire the
‘money can’t buy’ views from the guest house and look around our home for the
week. Lots of work has been done since the last trip; an en-suite added to the
edroom upstairs, tiled flooring and bathrooms and wardrobes and hooks in each
room certainly made our stay even more comfortable. Amos has been busy
stocking the bar with all manner of spirits, wine and soft drinks – no need for Duty
Free anymore! And so with the light from the volcano glowing in the distance, we
settled down for a first night.

12 NECS
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GERALD

As you may recall we were made aware of this young man back in
November last year when Asgario alerted us to the fact that Gerald
had fallen out of an Avocado tree and had been found at home in
bed, paralysed and with the most dreadful pressure sores.

J

AN SPRANG INTO action and monies were rapidly
raised to get Gerald into a major hospital in Kampala
where these wounds could be treated by specialists.

By Gwynne Furlong

Right: Gwynne handing over special mattress
to help with Geralds comfort.
Right below: Volunteers popping in to
see the patient.
Below: Trying out his new wheelchair
with his Dad

Gerald has now been brought back to the hospital in
Rubuguri, nearer to home and to his parents where he
is now making a good recovery in terms of the pressure
sores. Skin has been taken from the back of his thighs
and grafted onto the wounds on his hips and bottom.
Having initially understood that his spinal injury had
been at a level where he was tetraplegic the somewhat
better, albeit still devastating and life changing, news is that he has pretty much full
use of his arms but is paralysed from the waist down.
We have now taken out a specialist ‘Response’ inflatable mattress and cushion for his
wheelchair which should help to prevent further pressure sores. We must thank Sam
Taylor at Frontier Medical Group for this generous donation.
We have also been provided with a specialist fitted wheelchair for Gerald by Motivation
World who specialise in providing wheelchair equipment in remote parts of the world
so again a big thank-you to them www.motivation.org.uk
The last piece of good news is that Denis the head teacher at the Nkuringo
Secondary school is keen to get Gerald back into school, maybe as early as September
for him to continue his studies. Gerald appears to be a very bright young man and
hopefully given the opportunity to continue with his education he may be able to look
forward to a more positive future. Janice Allan has already offered to sponsor him.

W

By Tara Garritt

EBOLA
VIRUS
DISEASE
AND
UGANDA

ITH EACH TRIP TO UGANDA, notices about
prevention and warning signs are visible
and temperatures taken. On this trip, it was
brought home to us more forcefully just how
real the threat can be, but also how seriously
the Rwandan and Ugandan governments are
taking this, in partnership with the World Health
Organisation, UNICEF, UKAID AND USAID. Hands
and shoes cleaned, we were led through to a
talk and display from a health professional on
how to keep ourselves safe and the warning
signs that someone may have the virus. Whilst,
at the end of May, there were no reported cases
of Ebola in either Rwanda or Uganda, there have
been over 1,400 since the outbreak started in
August 2018 in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo (DRC) and both governments are anxious
to prevent the cross boarder transmission of
this deadly virus. Ugandans are well known for
their hospitality, indeed, many of their families
live across the border, so the possibility of
transfer is real. The same warning posters can be
seen in the schools and the Headmasters ensure
the children are educated.
Sadly, on 11 June 2019, we got the news all had
been dreading: the Ministry of Health and World
Health Organisation (WHO) have
onfirmed a case of Ebola Virus Disease in
Uganda. Although there have been
numerous previous alerts, this is the first confirmed case in Uganda since the latest outbreak
in neighbouring DRC. The 5 year old child, from
the DRC, travelled with his family on 9th June
2019, entering the country through the Bwera
Border post and sought medical care at

Kagando hospital where health workers
identified Ebola as a possible cause of illness.
The child was transferred to Bwera Ebola Treatment Unit and confirmation was made the
Uganda Virus Institute (UVRI). The Ministry
of Health and WHO have dispatched a Rapid
Response Team to Kasese to identify other
people who may be at risk, and ensure they are
monitored and provided with care if they also
become ill. Uganda has previous experience
managing Ebola outbreaks. In preparation for a
possible cross boarder case, Uganda has
vaccinated nearly 4700 health workers in 165
health facilities, disease monitoring has been
intensified and health workers trained on
recognizing symptoms of the disease. Ebola
Treatment Units are in place. Please note Kasese
is over 200 km from Nkuringo.
Ebola virus disease is a severe illness that is
spread through contact with the body fluids
of an infected person (such as vomit, faeces or
blood). The first symptoms are similar to other
diseases and thus require vigilance to make the
correct diagnosis. Symptoms can be sudden and
include fever, fatigue, muscle pain,
headache and sore throat.
The vaccine used in DRC, and by health and
frontline workers in Uganda, has so far been
effective in protecting people from
developing the disease and has given those who
do develop the disease a better chance of survival. Better hospital treatment, if patients seek
care early once they have symptoms, increase
chances of survival.

So, we must thank Asgario yet again for all his efforts in helping Gerald from the
outset and thank you to those who have donated monies to date to help with his
hospital treatment and care. As he recovers we all wish him well and hope that his
wounds continue to heal very quickly.

Some of you will have seen the article of
the little boy who died of Ebola in Uganda.
Note it was over 200km from Nkuringo in
Kasese and was a Congolese national. No
need to panic as all procedures possible are
taken to ensure it does not reach our
remote community.

14 NECS
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BATWA- CLOTHING DISTRIBUTION

By Tara Garritt

The hardest, but most rewarding part of any trip, is the distribution of
the ton of aid we bring over. It’s always the focus of our time in Nkuringo
and our first job, so Saturday morning, all hands were on deck to start the
sortation!

I

T CAN BE OVERWHELMINg to see everything we’ve brought laid out, where
will it go, how will we find homes? Thanks to some organisation from Jackie,
each section was clearly identifiable with laminated titles proclaiming ‘pants’,
‘men’s trousers’ or ‘medical equipment’. A place for everything, we quickly
emptied the 42 bags.
We’ve been conscience that the Batwa have always been last to receive
clothing and shoes, often finding little in their size, so this time, they were first
to arrive – after a lengthy walk to us. Each station manned and crowd control
briefed, in came a never ending stream of men, women and children, all of
whom left with a set of clothes and shoes and wide smiles! We were treated
to some wonderful singing and dancing as a thank you! What more could you
want?
We diligently packed up bags for the 2 Women’s Groups, HIV and other Batwa
and set about matching up the still huge piles of clothing with the
neediest first and remaining school children. Just when we thought we were
done, another crowd of eager faces would appear at the gate! Thank goodness
for our crowd control team of Martyn and Nick! Hats are always well received
and some very natty numbers we had this time! It was great to see such large
quantities of pants, socks and bras. Peter decided Jane was a better bra monitor!

Shoes – trying to put our best foot forwards
With so many children and needy still without shoes, we needed to rethink
how we decided what to bring out. Of course, we cannot transport enough in
a single trip, so if we measured and recorded each child’s size, over the course
of a year, we could ensure each got a dedicated pair. Great thinking! We even
increased the shoe size to allow for growth! What could go wrong?
Well. A lot of the shoes had sticky name labels which had a habit of coming
off! Sizes didn’t always specify child or adult, we had a couple of beautiful pairs
of toddlers shoes for 15 year old boys, whoops! Requests for listed children to
attend and collect their shoes often got lost in translation, so even after many
hours of sorting, we had the wrong children or the wrong shoes. The whole
process took much longer than anyone would have liked and it felt like the task
of giving out shoes was taking up the whole week. Eventually, all the shoes had
homes but it’s certainly a process we’ll need to analyse carefully before
October’s trip. Some of our group are still having nightmares about shoes!

16 NECS
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MEETING WITH HIV
For Uganda
Mr Nick Associate Director of the Region
Mirembe Posiano Chairman
Dr Julius Main Doctor
Ekasiimire Joanitah Midwife
Tusimgire Jophes Nursing Assistant
Tumioizere Allan Enrolled Nurse and Art Clinic
Tushabomwe Innocent Management Committee
Habumuremyi Gad Med Lab Assistant
Jusengimana Richard Management Committee
Musinguzi Christopher Sub County Speaker and
Management Committee
Agaba Robert HIV Positive Living Group
For the UK
Gwynne Furlong Trustee Advisor
Steve Knowlden Trustee
There has been a substantial improvement in
the general appearance of the Nteko HIV Clinic
both interior and exterior. On our first visit (a
year ago) to this clinic both buildings were
generally in a poor state and rubbish could be
seen clearly within the grounds.
We asked the question again as to whether this
new proposed building was really
necessary to which their committee confirmed
they were adamant that it was. The nearest
clinic within the area is 20 kilmetres away. HIV
cases were are the increase by 100%. Last year
30 cases were reported and this year has already
seen 60 reported cases.
Uganda considers itself to be a hospitable
country and is therefore happy to treat patients
from the neighbouring DRC. This could explain
the current rise in HIV cases.
There is currently a memorandi of understanding being drawn up by both Governments.

Grade
Nteko is graded as a level 3 clinic and therefore
is only funded as such. If it was to begin to
provide major surgery it would be graded at a
different level.
Energy
They have solar energy at the clinic to fuel a
refrigerator to store drugs. This ensures the
drugs are kept usable within their dates. Mains
power is expected to be available at the end of
this coming year and we saw building activity
to substantiate this. There should also be a
tarmac access road within two years . Currently
the roads in this area are in a poor condition and
getting to the clinic by transport is no easy task.
Drugs
Currently the government supply drugs every 2
months
Meeting ended.
Green Hill Surgery
This is a local surgery in Nkuringo being run by
the Singing Gorillas project. This is
privately funded. They have just started to
charge patients to be seen by a doctor. They
are in the process of extending this surgery to
approx 312 sq metres at a cost of £80,000 which
works out at £256 per sq mt.
Whilst there we met with Kajuwami
Atanazius Arthur who is Director for the
community and who was very helpful. He
supplied the names of two more engineers
(Builders) for tendering purposes for our
proposed building at Nteko.

Encouragement
On our way to the airport we were able to stop
in Kisoro and see Mr Nick at the local
Council Offices. It was here that we were
introduced to Kasozi Sulaiman - Chief
Administrative Officer in the Kisoro District Local
Council and the OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
Mugisha Peter Resident District Commissioner.
Denis Twebaze, the Secondary School
Headmaster, introduced our charity, NECS, and
explained what it does for the Nkuringo
Community. This was applauded by KS and MP.
Our primary objective in these meetings was
to ensure that the main people in the District
Council and NECS were all clear as to what we
wanted to achieve: that we (NECS) would build/
improve the Nteko HIV clinic and that they
(local council) would still pay for the drugs and
wages for the staff. It was in nobody’s interest,
once this building had been built, that it would
be abandoned. We needed to be certain of its
future before we put the name of our charity on
any fund raising project.

OUR DAY IN
CHURCH
Poem written by Tanya Tyreman

Looking Forward
Travelling home and talking to Gwynne , he was
obviously concerned about the money that had
to be raised for this project. He believes we
should re-think the size of this new
development.
We will therefore adjust the plans accordingly
to bring the two existing buildings into the fold
and thus making the target sum much smaller.
This I will do in the coming weeks.
Gwynne has offered to write formally to Kasozi
Sulaiman and Mugisha Peter seeking their
approval for this project once the marketing
brochure is complete.

Kindness is a silent smile that comes from another land
Given willingly to a brother or sister to lend a helping hand
The giver smiles because they have helped you
And in that way you have helped them too
Because the more we do unselfishly
The more we live abundantly
The more of everything we share
The more we’ll always have to spare
The more we love, the more we find

That life is good and friends are kind
For only what we give away
Enriches us from day to day
Although the sponsors come from far and wide
They are pleased to know we are at your side
They all feel part of what is happening here
Helping their brothers and sisters dear
One big global family working together
Hoping we can stay connected today and forever

12 NECS
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CHURCH SINGING
The church singing was ably led by Sandra Oliffe, with husband
Alan efficiently providing laminated sheets with the words for
everyone. Nick Mitford’s booming voice helped
us all to keep the momentum going.

Despite the worry that we’d sound like a murder of crows, the
group did a great job. Our singing will never match the sound
off the Nkuringo community singing at church, but us taking
part is very much appreciated.

20 NECS

CELEBRATION!
F

OR THE GO UGANDA
group in May we had a lot
to celebrate. Firstly, Leonari,
Headmaster of the Primary
school, married a fellow
teacher, Consirata Nyiraneza,
earlier this year. Both bride
and groom looked very
happy as Leonari proudly introduced his new wife
to the Go Uganda group at school assembly on the
Monday morning. To congratulate them, the Go
Uganda group presented them with the traditional
gift of 2 goats and 2 hens.
However, this wasn’t all we had to celebrate. On
Sunday there was the baptism at church of Provia,
Asgario and Auleria’s baby daughter. Asgario and
Auleria’s family were all exceptionally smart, with
Auleria wearing a traditional silver Gomesi dress and
Asgario in a rather dapper suit. When we arrived back
at the guest house after church the staff had
transformed it into a mini white palace with flowers.
It was a splendid surprise.
The Go Uganda team were very pleased to meet
Asgario’s father and other friends and family, and
were honoured to be part of the celebrations,
including cutting the cake.

June 2019 21
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ANOTHER HAPPY
STORY

A

NGEL AYIJUKIRE is 3. She has no
brothers or sisters. Her mother Lovis
Katusime married Jack Ruyoka and
Angel was born. They were both poor
subsistence farmers. Jack often went away
to look for work. The mother then
discovered that Jack had three other wives
in different parts of the region so he had
committed bigamy.
She divorced him and struggled to bring up Angel on her own. She met another man. This man
married her on condition Angel did not come
with her as he does not want the child of
another man – and also a child officially born out of wedlock as
the marriage was not valid. Angel was left with an aging relative
and is effectively without family. The relative has difficulty feeding
her. She is a very lonely little girl who still doesn’t understand why
her mother has abandoned her.
The school will take her into the pre-school foundation class and
she will be fed and educated
and have them as her new
family. Until she is more
settled it has been agreed that
she will sleep at the relative’s
home as it would be another
complete traumatic move to
go to the school completely at
this stage. When she is older
she will board at the school
but not yet.
I am thrilled to confirm that
All Saints’ Primary School
are happy to sponsor Angel
Ayijukire. Thank you so much
for giving this story a happy
ending.
Sadly Angel is only one of
many invisible children left
when their mothers have to
make an unfortunately
common impossible choice.
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ANOTHER
WORLD
W

HEN I OFFERED to sponsor two children from the Batwa
Pygmy Community over four years ago to attend the
Primary School I did not realise that these children would give
me so much more than I could ever give them. Baram and
Getisha have been a joy. I have seen them blossom from timid
young souls with no English to confident young children who
sing solos, speak and write English and work so hard to fulfil
their dreams. Since then, on Baram’s request, his sister
Caroline joined him at school thanks to the sponsorship of
Sarah Cooper. I had never seen their home but last year was
given the opportunity to go and meet their tiny community
with Juliette Gaffney and Kate Bishop. It was an unforgettable
experience. These children come from a community of only 40
souls living in two mud houses far from any of their kin. They
live as they can from the land and have absolutely nothing.

However they greeted us with such joy, offered to share the few
potatoes they had with us and genuinely surrounded us with love.
This year I asked Steve to return to see them again with a goat
and a sack of Poshu grain. Steve, Tara and Auleria took Baram,
Getisha, Caroline and a bag of clothes to this lovely community.
For the children it was a real treat as normally they only see their
families during the long holidays as they are too far away to
commute.

The group made their visitors so welcome: dancing, showing how
to make fire from dry grass and thanking them for looking after
their children and giving them an education. As Steve and the
others left they could see why the children were so proud of their
home. It was full of simple joy at being part of an amazing world.
If only we could all learn to look at life with their eyes.

We will be back!
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PRIMARY SCHOOL
The highlight for so many on the trip, is the visit to the
Primary School and a chance to see the children, their
schooling and accommodation, up close. Oh, and the
legendary welcome!

May
June2019
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U

P EARLY, we made our way to the school
to sounds of singing,
indicating assembly was about to start.
Neat rows of classes awaited us, lined up
across the playground, from P7 down to
baby class, all with big smiles! Taking great
pride, the Prefects made their way up to
introduce themselves and their area of
responsibility: sports to environment, they
took their roles seriously. We were

introduced to the teachers, some of which
are new, and as it’s only the second week
of term, a couple had yet to start and so we
look forward to meeting them in October.
Many of our group commented on the
order, discipline and respect the children
showed, commenting how, sadly,
different it was in comparison to British
schools today.
East African, Ugandan and School anthems
completed and notices from the
Headmaster read out, we were then free to

explore the school. So many changes in just
6 months! Gone were the old elephant reed
junior classrooms to be replaced by sturdy
and larger brick rooms. The new toilet block
is complete and plans are underway for
more showers. Two new matrons seem to
have brought the dorms under control and
it was good to see them clean and clothes
hung up.
It’s always special to see the children in
class and the welcome they give with each
new set of visitors! The teachers proudly

show us their lessons and demonstrate the
student’s ability. After such a long holiday,
there’s much to catch up on and weekly
exams ensure the students remain on
track. Remedial classes are held in the
morning before school, up until 9pm
during the week and at the weekend.
Everyone is keen to ensure that the
opportunity of an education isn’t wasted.
A few of our group quietly left as complex
calculations began!
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A NEW CLASSROOM IN
THE MAKING

The new classroom at the Secondary School is
nearly finished - well apart from windows, the odd
door to be hung, the ceiling, a bit plastering and,
oh yes, the floor.

A

PART FROM THAT you can see it is finished. Luckily in
Nkuringo they do not have a frost problem. Due to
space issues the odd bit of rain will not stop the teachers
using the building literally as it is built around them!
We have to thank the family of Ryan Bonner for this
classroom. Led by James Bonner they raised money in
January this year in memory of Ryan who sadly died on
3rd February 2018.
The classroom will be complete by October 2019 when
Karen and Stephen Bonner come out to Nkuringo with
the Go Uganda Group. Headmaster and Go Uganda
Advisor Denis Twebaze is already in possession of the
framed photo of Ryan and his story which will hang in
the finished building – the Ryan Bonner Memorial Classroom.
I cannot imagine for one minute UK Health and Safety
allowing pupils to be taught on a building site but you
have to admire the thirst for knowledge that drives them
to overcome such issues and achieve such brilliant results
despite basic equipment and conditions.
This hard working ethic is apparent all around you in the
schools in Nkuringo. These children are embracing the
education that will give them a better future. They work
so hard I can see one day this generation taking a real
part in building the future of Uganda.
Can’t wait to see this classroom standing complete and
majestic in such beautiful surroundings!

Hot Metal Type - an Introduction
I spent my early career working in newspapers as
a messenger boy. I was fascinated by the various
processes involved in publishing a newspaper. In
particular I was glued to the composing room where
the massive Linotype machines produce the “Hot
Metal” type. People called “Compositors” would take
the type and lock it into a Chase or Form to build up
the pages for print.
This was the subject I chose to present to the students – even taking out about 6kg of lead type in
my hand luggage to show them! There were bets on
whether I would get that through security but I did!
As an analogy I likened this process to comparing
steam trains to the electric trains used today. With
the invention of computers and the digital age the
process of hot metal setting finally died a death in
the late 1980’s. However I managed to find some
local foundries that still produce hot metal type as
there will always be people who want to carry on
using the old and tested ways of working that do not
rely on the whimsies of our computer age. And it may
yet return!
There were several ways of producing the type
including Linotype, Monotype and Ludlow machines.
I explained about serif and sans serif fonts and talked
about Eric Gill, a famous typeface designer who was
key in many of the font designs we use today.
The students seemed to appreciate my talk and I hope
they gained an insight into a world I was part of for
much of my youth.
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GORILLAS

-WAS IT WORTH IT?

By Sue Lloyd

Where to start. Firstly, it’s the time of your life and an absolutely amazing
experience. We got up at silly o’clock: Tara loved this! A short talk about what to
expect at a nearby lodge followed by roughly an hours bus journey to the gorillas.

W

E MET OUR GUIDES and porters and
borrowed walking sticks (these are really
needed). You pay a small tip for the porters, but
they are highly worth it. They carry your belongings and help if you are struggling. We walked
down the valley and into the forest, over a few
rickety bridges and up some slippery hillsides.
The atmosphere was exceptional, very surreal
walking and listening to all the wildlife, it was
just electric. After a couple of hours, we reached
where the gorillas were. It’s so exciting. How
we kept so quiet I’ll never know. We trekked
down the hillside away from the path into dense
forest when suddenly there was a silver back (no
not Martyn honest) to the right behind some
bushes. He walked straight past us brushing
against our trousers - yes, he really did!! How all
eight of us stayed so calm I will never know!
We were just about to move to get a better view
when another huge surprise happened, yes,
another gorilla. Last night she gave birth to a
beautiful baby gorilla and, less than 24 hours
old, it still had the umbilical cord attached. I
think the mother was called Lemon who had a

baby die last year, so it was fantastic to see her
this time. She stayed cuddling the baby all the
time we were there. We and the rangers were so
excited to see this. We were truly blessed.
There were another three gorillas in the
overhanging trees just above us and another
on the ground behind us. They just had no care
in the world. Either sleeping, eating or rolling
around.
We had a full hour in their company. We moved
around a little to get better views and we were
just in awe of the gorillas in front of us.
We were all buzzing from the excitement and
had forgotten the long walk back!!! Sophie was
the saving grace for Julie and I. Sophie is super
fit and with an enormous heart. She stayed back
with us oldies lending a hand when it got really
tough and it did get really tough! We
really needed our porters help as well. They were
on hand all the time and I can’t praise them
enough. I can honestly say this was the most
challenging walk I have ever done. I thought I
was fit, haha to that!! But I can tell you, if you

asked would I go again, it’s a big fat YES!
A short visit back to the lodge to collect our
certificates and debrief and then returning late
afternoon to the Guest House.
The day was just brilliant. I would just like to
say again thanks to team spirit and beautiful
souls, we made it. We laughed, never cried, we
sweated buckets, but we had the biggest smiles
going. Imagine Cheshire- cats, well that was us.
To spend a whole hour full of peace and
tranquillity was surreal. These gorillas are huge
but so graceful and loving. I never ever thought
I would have the opportunity to do something
like this especially with such an inspirational
group of people.
It is a strenuous trip and very hard on the way
back, but you really must go. Yes, it’s not cheap
but there are very few places in the world you
can get this close in the gorilla’s natural
environment and we were privileged to be part
of it.
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TEA FOR

FORTY!

By Jackie Knight

The Go Uganda team invited 40 pupils from
Secondary school and their teachers to a tea party
at the Guest house.
Although there had been discussion about going to the Top of
the World, it was decided that it would be more straightforward to host at the guest house.
Jan had packed a large teapot and apron in Steve’s luggage
(sorry Jan we forgot to wear the apron). Fran brought Yorkshire
tea, and everyone brought some traditional British biscuits;
shortbread, Nice, Custard Creams, Bourbons etc.
A team of us plated out the biscuits in advance, Maria arranging very carefully, and Nick and Gwynne ensuring no broken
ones went on the plates by eating them!

Then everyone helped by serving the tea and handing around
the biscuits. The pupils, teachers and Go Uganda team were all
delighted with the selection of biscuits and there was plenty
to go around.
It didn’t take long for the initial shyness of everyone to
disappear and the chatter and laughter levels increased. Great
fun was had by all and definitely something to be repeated. We
were all very sorry when it was time to go.
When asked for feedback, Denis said that the pupils liked the
Bourbons best! Remember that for October.
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BUILDING A BATWA HOUSE
My partner
Peter Whitmarsh
asked me if I
would like to
accompany him
to Nkuringo,
as the intention for the 2019
visit was to build a house for the
Batwa. By Jane Paull

M

Y REPLY “What a fantastic idea, count
me in”. Wednesday 29th May 2019
“Batwa House Build Day” In true builders style, a group of us jumped aboard a seven
tonne open back truck and bumped across some
interesting roads to the Batwa Village.
Villagers were there en masse to greet us with
welcoming smiles, we were then escorted to the
new house.
The site for the house was above the Village
amongst a plantation of sugar cane. It had been
levelled by cutting a clearing in the hill. This had

been done by sheer manpower using mattocks.
The structure of the house had already been
started. It was approximately seven metres
square with upright poles inserted into the
ground every 50cm. Inside had a middle
partition wall.
The poles had been cut to achieve a pitched
roof, more poles were added to the top for the
eves and poles laid across to take the corrugated
iron for the roof.
Three spaces had been left for doors
The Batwa then preceded to show us how to

construct the rest of the house.
On the floor, outside and in, lay lengths of
bamboo and bails of material that looked like a
fibrous forest plant.
A length of the plant (twine) was tied to the first
and end uprights and two lengths of bamboo
were placed either side.
The twine was then passed twice round the four
sets of bamboo and pulled secure by a half hitch
around the twine.
Longitudinal sets of bamboo were put about
30cm apart from the top to the bottom of the
structure, including the inside partition.
Each of the uprights had to be secured to the
bamboo. To keep the twine continuous it was

twisted, keeping the fibres together, and tied
with a reef knot.
Once all bamboo was tied, overhangs on the
corners were cut off with machetes
While everyone was busy tidying up the
bamboo, a group of Batwa started to demolish
the hillside with mattocks. The earth was to be
used to make mud to fill the voids between the
bamboo and posts.
Water was brought up in 20 litre cans and mixed
with the earth, using the mattocks, plus hands
and feet.
Once the mud was the right consistency it was
rolled into a pile and pushed down between the
bamboo voids.

If places were missed, an ample hand full of
mud was thrown. (OK, as long as you were not
on the other side)
Windows were made by selecting the area
required and not filling with mud. The bamboo
was cut out later. So simple .
Sadly time ran out before the end of the build.
The Batwa had been kind enough to share their
time and knowledge and it seemed to be the
general consensus of everyone, that it was a
great achievement.
As we were about to leave the Batwa gave us a
traditional dance of thanks and amidst much
laughter and clapping seemed to deeply appreciated Peter Whitmarsh impromptu joining in.
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HENS & GOATS
This is the first time we are unable to include the
photos of all the hens and goats purchased over
the last month! This is just a snapshot of some of
our thrilled recipients! Your hen and goat are
making a real difference throughout the
community. Even if your photo is not here you
should have received it by now – or within the next
week - as we are still processing them! Thank you
so much!
Goats: £30
Hens: £10

Always welcome!
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A VISIT TO THE
HIV CLINIC
Following the Batwa build the whole Go Uganda group visited the
Positive living group and the HIV clinic in Nteko.

T

HE COMMUNITY put on a delightful display of
dancing and singing with one young boy in
particular making a bid for “Uganda’s Got Talent”.
We were delighted to be able to bring 4 large bags
of aid for the group and were able to see the motor
cycle used to take medicines directly to people across
Nkuringo.
Whilst the conditions at the hospital are still basic,
those who had visited in 2018 saw an enormous

improvement in the conditions. The facilities were
much cleaner and well ordered. The maternity unit had
clean bedding and mosquito nets and a much more
welcoming environment for new mothers and babies.
During our visit Steve Knowlden and Gwynne
Furlong were able to outline the proposed plans for
the new clinic and explain some of the challenges
which brought everything to life.
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LAKE MUTANDA
Well it was another early morning rise to take the children
to the lake for canoeing. The headmasters selected
children who hadn’t been before.

Y
By Sandra Oliffe

OU COULD SEE the excitement on their faces. It was a nice
sunny day for the trip. Many had never travelled on
ransport before which presented with some sick children in
the minibus. Thank god for Dawn and Maria who cleaned up and
cared for the children to make them comfortable. My contribution
was tissues and carrier bags and some sick bags from the plane,
phew.
We set off in earnest in a minibus with the truck following. The
road was very bumpy until we reached tarmac but fortunately our
minds were focusing on the stunning scenery and sights of locals
working hard in the fields gathering produce, tea mainly, but also
digging. The children were so well behaved. We could hear lots of
singing and laughing from the truck. We stopped a few times for
comfort breaks and to gather provisions for the journey.
Finally, we could see the lake and having arrived the children were

kitted out with life jackets ready for the canoes. The lake was like a
millpond. It was great fun as we were guided into our canoes with
the children being careful to get the balance correct. I didn’t fancy
a dip even with a lifejacket. Again, the scenery all around the lake
was stunningly beautiful. It was a very relaxing tranquil experience
as we all had our own guides paddling with a few experienced older
children joining in with the spare oars. Lots of pictures and videos
were taken of lots of happy giggling children enjoying their day out
immensely, a few relaxed so much they slept. I imagine they didn’t
sleep much during the night due to anticipation and excitement.
Some of the boats had a race back to shore which was great fun.
When we reached shore, it was time for lunch before returning
home.
It was a longer journey on the way back due to the truck being
stopped as the police considered the truck should only be used for
cattle and not children although it had been used previously. Poor
Asgario had to source another vehicle and driver however it all
added to the adventure.
The journey back home seemed to fly thankfully. We were all tired
and dirty from the dusty roads, but another fun experience was had
by all and will live in in everyone’s memory.
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DRONE

By Martyn Llloyd

- ITS A HIT

2019 has been our second trip to Nkuringo. In
October last year we had an amazing trip, and on
that occasion, I took a small pocket-sized drone to
fly at the ‘Top of the World’.

I

HADN’T PRACTISED flying
it and it was obvious
practice is needed. It was
a little more difficult than I
first imagined. The children
loved chasing it around
during the activity day at
‘Top of the World’ and at
the Primary School. This
year I decided to up the
game and bought a more
versatile and robust drone.
Being heavier it would not be affected by the wind as
easily and a proper remote control enabled greater control
and reliable flight paths. The first flight was at the guest
house for just a couple of minutes. I flew above the guest
house and down the mountainside a little just for
practice. Later in the day I went to the Primary school
with the objective of a good picture of the wall with the
name lists on. A straight on picture cannot be achieved
due to the height so the drone was ideal for this. A good
clear picture of the wall was made as well as a brief
flight above and around the Primary School. The children
were amazed. Most had never seen anything like it and
kept jumping up and chasing it around the water tank. I
managed to keep it a couple of inches above their reach
thankfully.
On Wednesday it was the Batwa house build. Here I used
the drone for a few height shots. The aim was to get a few
shots above showing the build. It’s amazing what a different perspective makes. The man on the roof certainly got
a little entertainment as did the children who I am sure
had never seen a drone. A brief flight down to the houses

below and at least one of the women got a bit of
a shock as she turned the corner to see a drone
right before her eyes! Needless to say, she calmed
down pretty quick after realising what she saw
and me controlling it from the hill side.
The next flight was the afternoon following the
rather long (slightly extended) day at Lake
Mutanda. We were determined to get to the ‘Top
of the World’. We managed two or three hours
there which as always, everyone thoroughly
enjoyed. I took my drone again and flew around
for about 30 minutes after a change of batteries
a couple of times (13 minutes maximum flight
time). The children ‘swarmed’ around me and
wanted to chase and catch it but with a flight
speed of around 20mph they had little chance!
Keeping it up again just above fingertip height so
it just out of reach. I took the drone up to about
30 feet until I lost track of it with sun blinding me
and the camera! A bit of a walk around and I noticed it hovering at the far end so a few more runs
across the football pitch until it was time to land.
Evan Kian had a few minutes flight time at the
controls. As I said before, not quite as easy it would first seem,
but Kian did very well and even performed a couple of tricks!
I think this was the first time anyone in Nkuringo had seen
something like this apart from last year. All seemed to be
amazed and were eager to fly it given the chance or of course
catch it! Anyway, we are planning returning in 2021 and the
drone will make an entrance once again. See you there!
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at a cafe until the rains passed. Not being ones to miss a chance to
peruse the exotic and unusual goods for sale in Uganda , Fran and
I hotfooted it into a rather unique store . Fran’s eyes alighted on
some spectacular cow horns and before I could blink she’d snapped
them up , leaving me free to gaze at the IGISABO or, as we know it,
a gourd . It was enormous and as Fran said “it’s a statement piece” !
Fran and I were delighted with our purchases whilst the rest of the
group wondered how on earth we were going to get them on the
plane. Well I decided I’d cross that bridge when I came to it .

“I would definitely get more dresses”

I just had to get my IGISABO home,
come rain or shine

MARIA LOVES
TO
W

SHOP

Ladies of Nkuringo
looking for inspiration?
I think you would sell these by the
bucket load

HILST STROLLING through Nkuringo one balmy evening I
spied some gorgeous, top quality waxed cotton for sale. Well
it would be rude not to, so a purchase was made. I had mild anxiety
at the thought of the material languishing in a cupboard at home
due to my nonexistent dressmaking skills, so decided to ask the
lovely staff at Nkuringo guest house if they knew any local dressmakers, Amos gave a shy smile and said his wife was a dressmaker
. So he took me into the warren of rooms next to the guesthouse
and I met his wife Gloria and her colleague Dina, who is the wife
of one of the teachers in the secondary school . So my measurements were taken and I perused the many pictures of outfits on
the wall and chose a combination of two different dresses . The
next morning my dress was done and I asked for a few modifications which Gloria was happy to do and I ended up with a unique
, well made dress in an unusual and top quality fabric for a small
amount of money. We’d agreed a price before Gloria started but as
I’m a pernickety blighter and asked for various tweaks , I gave her
a little more than we’d agreed because I was so pleased with the
result. Both her and Amos were lovely people too . From memory
the material cost approximately £3 and the dress which was lined in
the same material ( great for hiding middle aged lady bulges ) was
about £6 , I gave a few extra pounds for all Gloria’s hard and skilful
work. I would definitely get more dresses , skirts , skirts done the
next time. It’s good to bring a little business to these great people
and wow what a benefit to us too !! A good few of my fellow
travelers came up and said you’ve got a top quality dress there , or
you could wear that to a wedding you know. Thank you Gloria.
Above: Place matts, bags, necklace, coasters and a carved gorilla book mark

So on our amazing extension trip as we headed for the lakes the
skies decided to open and Asgario decided we needed a little break

Lovely Hillary our guide kindly wrapped the Igisabo thoroughly
and off we went across the border, incident free, and onto the
airport. Well my Igisabo drew a lot of attention there and under the direction of the lovely check in staff and security I had
to unwrap it so that people could easily see I was not carrying
anything sinister
( wrapped it did
look like a huge
bomb ) . Well the
Rwandans were
happy to give me
a little info about
this item which
is very symbolic
in their culture
and is brought by
the new wife into
the marital home
and can be used
to carry and keep water cool . It can also be filled with milk and
agitated until cheese is produced. I nursed my Igisabo onto the
plane as hand luggage to the astonishment of all involved as there
wasn’t a hope of getting it into the overhead lockers !!! But I had
total faith in the great Rwandair cabin crew who tried a few
different options and eventually plumped for giving it a seat of its
own with a seatbelt secured and a few strategically placed
cushions so as it came to no harm !
My fellow Go Uganda travellers have decided to name it HRH IGISABO as it was treated with great reverence and traveled in style.
It is now happily at home, though quite where I am going to put it
in my tiny little house I’m not sure !
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THE EXTENSION
On Friday 31st May after a very tiring but extremely rewarding
week 14 of us set off in two touring vehicles for the next stage
of our adventures. We had all paid to go on the optional Wildlife
Safari extension to the trip.

A

FTER 7 LONG hours
travel, stopping for
a rest to take in the
beautiful scenery, we
arrived weary but excited
at our first stop, The
Enganzi Lodge. The group
on our bus decided not
to do the evening safari
so we checked into our luxurious rooms and relaxed in one of the most beautiful places I have
ever visited. Not only were the surroundings
breath-taking but as an added bonus we had a
swimming pool.
The other bus did the safari and were lucky
enough to see a range of animals which
included a baboon that had decided it fancied
the idea of travelling in style and attempted to
gain access without paying via the roof. Luckily
Hilary, one of the guides, was there to save the
day and without thought for his own safety
wrestled the baboon out of the bus and sent
him back to his family.

That evening we enjoyed a few
cold beers, ate lovely food and
discussed our plans for the next
day. It did require a 5:30am start
to ensure we were out there
with most chance to see lots
of animals. To say we weren’t
disappointed is an under- statement. We saw elephants,
hippos, gazelles, buffalo, several
species of birds and, the icing on
the cake, a lioness! We finished
the morning in a market within
the national park where we were
able to buy local crafts. Some of
us even managed to sneak in a beer.
After lunch we boarded a boat for the water
safari. We saw many animals in their natural
habitat including elephants, a crocodile
wallowing with the hippos and a baby buffalo
having fun running up and down the riverbank.
After a hectic and fun filled day we returned to
the lodge where Kian and Hilary had a quick dip
in the swimming pool before our evening meal.

By Dawn Moffatt

cow horns. These items, along with the Gorilla
awarded to Kians for being Best Team
Member, were later to cause some panic at
airport security where they were nearly stopped
from travelling. Surprise surprise once again
Maria and HRH Igisabo stole the show with her
new travelling companion even getting its own
seat on the plane!
Once the rain stopped we hit the boats to get to
the island and our last night in this
beautiful part of the world. Even on that short
water journey we saw a wide variety of birds and
even zebras grazing on the riverbanks.
The Eco Lodge is basic but quirky in superb
surrounding. Time to relax and for my favourite picture of our adventure showing myself
and Kian enjoying the sunset. Another meal,
another unique evening which ended with the
electric going off fairly early so we all retired to
bed. Unfortunately it was not to sleep as music,
singing and chanting filled the night. It was
however an opportunity for Julie and I to relive
our youth. We shared a room and chatted and
giggled most of the night.

Time for bed to prepare for another early start
to trek chimpanzees. Once again luck was on
our side and we soon found a group of chimps
chilling in the trees and were able to observe
them from below, whilst dodging toilet breaks
from the chimps.
It was then back into the vans for the last leg of
our journey. We were to stay at the Paradise Eco
Lodge on Itamira island, one of 29 islands on
lake Bunyoni that can only be accessed by boat.
Unfortunately and very typically English rain
stopped play for a while and we were forced to
spend time in a bar with a craft shop downstairs
while is blew over. Never has a shop owner been
so pleased to see rain with several of us buying
unusual gifts in his shop. As ever Maria won
first prize for her efforts buying a large Igisabo
(see page 42) but a very respectful second place
was secured by Fran with her purchase of two

The next day bleary eyed, tired and admittedly
not at all relaxed we were informed by the staff
that the noise had in fact been a funeral
following the death of an islander. We learnt
that upwards of 300 people had descended
on the island overnight and traditionally the
mourning we had encountered would now last
for two days. This was therefore another event
we had experienced and Kian wrote about it in
his journal to share with family when he got
home.
All in all the last few days were a huge learning
curve that added so much to our adventure in
Uganda. An adventure on which we saw and
heard things most people
never get the opportunity
to experience and one I
will certainly never forget.
THANK YOU ALL FOR
SHARING THIS WITH
MYSELF AND KIAN
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AN ALTERNATIVE

‘EXTENSION’
After leaving Nkuringo, we picked up a rented 4x4 LandCruiser, with a
roof-tent, in nearby Kabale, and set off on a tour around Western and Mid
Uganda. All the ‘accommodation’ was pre-booked, and the campsites were
chosen so that food was provided.

THE ROADS
Of the 1400km we drove, only 600km was on tarmac, the rest being on
the varying quality dirt roads that service Uganda. There were numerous
speed bumps, roads under construction, with heavy machinery, random
animals, people, and vehicles, all over the place and we were very glad to
have the 4x4 which could cope with anything.
Generally, driving was fun and, once we had got used to how the roads
‘worked’, surprisingly safe and with no worrying moments. Most of the
roads had very little traffic. We made sure that we normally had a full tank
of fuel, as sometimes you can go for hundreds of kilometres without
seeing a suitable petrol station.
FORT PORTAL CITY AND
LAKE ALBERT
Our first night was in a
lovely hotel, called
Dutchess, in Fort Portal,
that had hot showers and
fantastic food. Fort Portal
is a bustling city north of
Queen Elizabeth Park, and
we walked around the city in the morning, including Jackie being photographed with the ‘tallest man in Uganda’, at about 3 feet. For a ‘donation’
of course! We had one night of camping at an Eco campsite on the Crater
Lakes south of the city, with a 2-hour guided walk around the lakes, and
some very basic Ugandan food.
Our second night camping on the roof was at the luxury Lake Albert
Lodge, in a national park, which has a pool and restaurant. And bar. And a
sunset with a view!

MURCHISON FALLS NATIONAL PARK
More long dirt roads saw us, for three
nights, at the beautiful Murchison River
Lodge on the Nile, in the National Park,
where we had to be escorted back to our
ensuite thatched safari tent after
dinner to keep us safe from the wandering hippos that Jackie heard rustling
around during the night!
A relaxing first day finished with a
3-hour boat trip to see the Murchison
Falls themselves, from below, where the
whole Nile river forces its way through
a 7 metre wide and 43 metre high gap.

By Nick Mitford

They are the most powerful waterfalls in the world. Ernest Hemingway
crashed in a small plane over the falls in 1954.
On our second day at Murchison Park we caught a ferry over the Nile
and did morning and evening self-drive safaris with a hired park ranger,
a total of about 180km on the dirt park tracks, where we saw elephant,
giraffe, hyena, and loads of antelope - almost everything, but unfortunately no lions or leopard.
ENTEBBE AND KIGALE
Leaving Murchison, we drove 250km to Entebbe, a lovely town south of
the Ugandan capital Kampala, where we stayed in a hotel with balcony
overlooking Lake Victoria. Lake Victoria is the second largest lake in the
world with over 300 inhabited islands. The hire car company collected
our 4x4 from there. A short flight the next morning to Rwanda, another
nice hotel in West Kigale, and we found the best ever open-air restaurant,
called Heaven, with a view of night-time Kigale and unbelievable food
and service!
Altogether, we had a fantastic week, with safe, but not always easy,
driving, and beautiful countryside and friendly people. We’ll do this
again, and next time we are going to go further North!
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IDEAS FOR FUNDRAISING
People are always asking us for ideas for fundraising - what do the community need?
We have given some ideas of things below that we know would make a big difference to
the community. If you want to know more please do not hesitate to ask!

Community
£2,760
£7,100

Temporary building for women’s group to weave in 					
OR Permanent building for the women’s group to weave in 				

Primary
10 Teachers chairs (price each) 						

£25

9 Teachers Tables (price each) 					

£30

3 solar panels for new buildings (price each) 					

£330

3 Solar panels for wash rooms (price each) 					

£330

Completion of newly constructed classroom block 				

£3,500

Bathroom for boys (including all work) 					

£2,000

Secondary
£70

9 Triple decker bunk beds (price each) 						

Water Tank 								£350
2 energy saving stoves (price each) 					

£2,000

A variety of sets of Textbooks for the classrooms ranging from £70-£180 for the set
A range of laboratory equipment ranging from £8 - £80 per item (message for details)

SO MANY KIND DONATIONS

T

HE GO UGANDA May 2019 group, along with
many of their friends and other sponsors,
raised a considerable amount of money prior to
their trip.
Approximately 30 goats and 120 hens were
purchased which were distributed to different
village communities in need. This included
both schools, the women’s groups and
happily the final four goats required to
complete our promise to provide a goat to
each of the Reformed Poachers Association.
Unfortunately with so much livestock it has
been impossible to show all the photos in this
newsletter, however everyone who purchased
a hen or goat and named it should either have
already have received its photo or will do in the
next week or two – it is quite a task to sort all
of that out!
However, even after providing all these hens

and goats there was still more money available.
We decided to ask Asgario what the community
wanted, and the two headteachers, Denis and
Leonari, what the schools wanted. Of course
we checked with Asgario’s wife Auleria for her
opinion too. They all thought long and hard
and came up with shopping lists!
From these lists we were able to purchase some
bunk beds for Secondary, all 63 desks for the
new Secondary block, some Primary teacher’s
desks and chairs, a solar panel for Primary, some
saucepans for Primary, Secondary text books on
Mathematics, Geography, History, Agriculture
and Computers and also some laboratory
equipment including a microscope.
There are still a lot of things left to buy! We
have a complete list which we will share in the
next newsletter – however we can provide a list
to anyone on request.

This list includes items that cost as little as £3
and as much as £4000 – so whether you can
spare a few pounds or want something to focus
your fund raising on there is something for
everyone.
Please be aware that every penny you send goes
out to the community and is used specifically
to buy the articles you have pledged for. In all
cases you will receive photos back of the items
purchased – whether text books, a building or
an oven!
On the opposite page we have provided an idea
of some of the main things needed – you can
either purchase specific items OR donate
towards some of the bigger ones.
These lists are on top of our usual ongoing
requirements for money for medical expenses
for people like Gerald, featured in this newsletter, and sponsorship of children in both schools.

If you are interested in purchasing or contributing towards any items please contact either
Jan Duchesne, Jacqueline Knight or Kate Bishop who will be co-ordinating ongoing
support of the various projects.
The smallest contribution will be very gratefully received.
I t’s a great way to do some fundraising with a clear goal in mind. Asgario, Auleria, Denis and Leonari
were delighted with everything that has been pledged to date.
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NKURINGO
Primary School

PRESENT AND CORRECT?
Part of the work of Go Uganda trips is to provide reassurance that
any money sent over to Nkuringo is being spent as intended.

T

HE MAJORITY of money goes towards
the sponsorship of children at both the
Primary and Secondary schools and so this
is a key area we check. Whilst a register
is taken of pupils by each school, formal
registration isn’t as strict in Uganda as
it would be in other countries and not all
school children turn up on the first day
of the new school term. This makes the
process a little more complicated than you
might imagine.

The Go Uganda team worked with the
Headmasters and Auleria to check the
attendance of all sponsored children.
Where children hadn’t returned eg. a
number from the Positive Living group,
this was followed up and all but two
cases the children have returned to
school. When this does happen the
sponsor is informed and given the chance
to sponsor another child or leave the
programme with our thanks.

THE RED BOX PROJECT FINALLY FINDS HOMES!
By Tara Garritt

B

UILDING ON THE success earlier in the year
in providing each primary and secondary
schoolgirl with a pack of washable, reusable
sanitary pads, the objective for May’s trip was
to provide a second pack, still not a lot, but
a wonderful start, allowing them dignity. In
parallel, Red Box centres at each school could
house disposable pads for girls starting their
periods, emergencies or during the dry season
when there isn’t enough water to wash them.

Success! Thanks to the generous donations
before we left, and Julie Irwin and Julie Driver
who made up the $200 shortfall, 122 packs are
on order for the schoolgirls! Buying these
locally helps support the local economy and
keep local prices at this level. Photos in the next
Newsletter.
The Red Box centres have been set up. At the
Primary school, the girls Matron and Bursar will

PROJECT COMPLETE!

manage this and at the Secondary, Provia
Kyogyenire, the Head Girl, and the Matron will
ensure fair distribution.
We will continue to support the girls, and this
means taking out disposable packs on each trip
and maintaining a fund of approximately $600
per year. If you’d like to donate, please get in
touch taragarritt@aol.com

I

N THE JANUARY 2019
newsletter we brought
you the story of the
Reformed Poachers
Association of
Rubuguri. We asked if it
were possible to provide these men with
a goat each to enable them to become
self-sufficient. We needed 38 goats.
Over the last months these goats have
been kindly donated and reported in the
newsletters. Here we bring
you the final four goats
that signal this project
is complete!! Thank
you so much everyone
who helped these men!!!
Good luck to the
Association in their
future endeavours!

IN A NUTSHELL

Sandra Humphreys Olliffe

Still reflecting on an amazing adventure seems ages ago I made such good friends.
People proved they had big hearts by donating for our venture and then wanting to be
part of an amazing trip.
I wish your family and friends could see what my eyes saw played back like a video clip,
a very long one.
What have I learnt about the people ?
They are so grateful for the aid and friendships. They have an extremely strong faith.
Their culture and tradition is so important to keep their identity strong in an ever
changing world. They are very happy people ready to share their possessions and lives
with visitors. They are hardworking and resourceful.
Education is the answer to change their lives for the better.
They are keen to know about you and your life and what you do daily.
The average age for someone dying is 55 therefore if i was born here i might not be
alive now.
Is Go Uganda for me:
If you enjoy being part of a team,
If you enjoy hard work which is a mutually beneficial process
Experiencing and embracing culture and traditions.
If you enjoy sharing your lives beliefs and ideas with everyone.
If you enjoy a challenge daily.
If your a happy friendly person.
If you want a new direction in life by continuing to support this charity.
Go Uganda is not for me if:
I don’t enjoy being part of a team
Being hot and sweaty without possibly a shower
Being tired. Afraid of bugs insects.
Afraid to experience different foods.
If you miss your creature comforts.
Dont like getting up early.
All I can say is some of my heart remains in Uganda. The sights and the people will live
on forever in your heart.
Im extremely grateful for where I was born and what i have achieved in life which gives
me a good standard of living and super friendships.
The Go Uganda trip broke my heart but mended my soul .

